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highlights
 Proposed a meta-heuristic algorithm for the maintenance actions to maximize pavement performance and minimize maintenance
cost.
 Single objective algorithms have failure in optimizing concurrently pavement performance and maintenance cost.
 Multi-objective algorithms performed better than the single objective algorithms.
 NSGAII algorithm performed better than MOPSO in terms of cost and pavement performance.
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(PSO), and combination of genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization (GAPSO) as
single-objective techniques are used, while the non-domination sorting genetic algorithm
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II (NSGAII) and multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) which are sufficient

Meta-heuristic algorithms

for solving computationally complex large-size optimization problems as multi-objective

Particle swarm optimization

techniques are applied and compared. A real case study from the rural transportation

Non-domination sorting genetic

network of Iran is employed to illustrate the sufficiency of the optimum algorithm. The

algorithm II

formulation of the optimization model is carried out in such a way that a cost-effective

Multi-objective particle swarm

maintenance strategy is reached by preserving the performance level of the road network

optimization

at a desirable level. So, the objective functions are pavement performance maximization
and maintenance cost minimization. It is concluded that multi-objective algorithms
including non-domination sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) and multi-objective particle swarm optimization performed better than the single objective algorithms due to the
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capability to balance between both objectives. And between multi-objective algorithms the
NSGAII provides the optimum solution for the road maintenance planning.
© 2017 Periodical Offices of Chang'an University. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on
behalf of Owner. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1.

Introduction

Maintenance planning is a pronounced function of pavement
management which involves a series of decisions on type,
location, and time of maintenance actions that should be
taken over the life span of the pavement in order to minimize
the total maintenance cost and maximize pavement condition. So, the questions are which and when a segment should
be maintained, and which maintenance action should be
applied. Fig. 1 illustrates significance of executing
maintenance actions on optimized preplanned time. The
figure depicts the fact that if a maintenance action is not
carried out on time, it might cost four times more in a short
period of time afterwards.
Objective functions play a key role in providing an optimized maintenance plan. Various conflicting objectives have
been applied to date such as minimum overall maintenance
costs, maximum pavement condition or level-of-service,
minimum safety hazards, maximum available resource utilization, and minimum disruption to traffic flows. Generally
speaking, any maintenance policy planned with regard to only
a single objective function may ignore or decline the importance of other objectives. For instance, a policy may minimize
the total maintenance cost by sacrificing pavement condition
or vice a versa. Multi-objective optimization is an appropriate
tool to tackle such a problem through making a trade-off
among different objective functions (Rose et al., 2010).

2.

Background

Maintenance planning has been conventionally conducted
employing single-objective optimization. The conventional
single-objective optimization techniques such as linear programming, dynamic programming (Feighan et al., 1987) and

integer programming (Fwa et al., 2000) have been widely
utilized. Difficult modeling and formulation, and long
computation time are the primary reasons that impose
some limitations on using such models. This situation
becomes inferior when multi-objectives are involved.
Different tools have been employed to perform optimization. Wang and Feng (1997) developed a network optimization
model in order to maximize the pavement performance with
the use of fuzzy systems. Ferreira et al. (2002a) developed a
segment-linked optimization model called GENETIPAV-D
using the genetic algorithm to reach the least discounted
maintenance cost and rehabilitation strategy for various
segments in a road network. In another study, the Ferreira
et al. (2002b) applied a probabilistic approach to segment
pavement link to carry out pavement management
optimization. The probabilistic optimization planning
approach has been also utilized by some researchers
(Ferreira et al., 2002b; Abaza, 2005). This approach took
advantage of a non-homogeneous discrete Markov chain to
predict the future pavement conditions for a given
pavement system. Kuhn (2010) deployed approximate
dynamic programming in order to provide a maintenance
plan for a large network of pavement. Jorge and Ferreira
(2011) proposed a new maintenance optimization system
called GENEPAV-HDM4 to integrate the pavement
management system of the Municipality of Viseu, Portugal.
Garza et al. (2011) developed a simpler and more useful
network-level pavement maintenance optimization plan
using the linear program method subjected to budget
restrictions and the pavement performance thresholds. All
the above-mentioned studies were conducted on the major
roads. It seems that rural roads have not received enough
attention by researchers. The multi-objective programming
is a technique that can simultaneously satisfy more than
one objective which may be more effective than a singleobjective optimization model.

3.

Fig. 1 e Pavement deterioration model.

Genetic algorithm

The genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic method that was first
proposed by Holland which is inspired from the evolution of
life in the real world (Holland, 1992) starting with randomly
populating initial solutions. The solutions are evaluated and
randomly mated based on their fitness using two operators
called crossover and mutation. Then, offspring is produced
as outcomes of mating process. The offspring is evaluated
and replaced by the current solution with the lowest fitness.
This procedure continues till the solutions converge or
predetermined number of trials reach. The GA is an
optimization tool for pavement maintenance programming
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which can be customized to accommodate requirements of
multi-objective optimization problems. The GA takes
advantage of solving probabilistic optimization problems
(Chen and Chang, 1995; Liu et al., 1997; Yin, 2000; Herabat
and Tangphaisankun, 2005). Although GA is one of the most
efficient algorithms, it has two main drawbacks: (1) slow
convergence and (2) weakness in the local search (Goldberg,
1989).

4.

Particle swarm optimization

Another powerful algorithm to conquer complex continuous
problems is the particle swarm optimization (PSO) developed
by Eberhart and Kennedy (1995). It simulates the behavior of a
swarm of particles moving to a potential well with an analogy
to the birds flocking, fish schooling, or as an example bees
swarming in search of pollen. The PSO starts with a random
pool of particles/solutions. Each solution is identified by two
vectors including velocity and position. The solution with
the best vectors is selected and other solutions tend to be
close to the best solution. Having fewer adjustable
parameters is one of advantages of PSO over GA. It can often
find nearly optimal solutions with an acceptable
convergence speed but it has a weakness as well as the
other algorithms. It usually fails to control its velocity step
size for better tuning in search space, so it can easily end
with an inappropriate convergence (Konak et al., 2006).

evaluated and its corresponding measure is updated in the
best way. After each iteration, the set of leaders is updated
and the quality measure is calculated again. After the
termination condition, the archive is returned as the result
of the search (Coello and Lechuga, 2002; Elhadidy et al.,
2015). The methodology of this algorithm is depicted in
Fig. 2.

7.
Non-domination sorting genetic
algorithm II (NSGAII)
In the non-domination sorting genetic algorithm II, the population is ordinarily initialized. Once the population is
initialized, it is sorted based on the non-domination into each
front. A non-dominant member means that there is no other
member in population which has better value than this
member on both objectives. The first front is a completely
non-dominant set in the current population and the second
front is only dominated by the individuals in the first front

5.
Genetic algorithm particle swarm
optimization (GAPSO)
The combination of GA and PSO algorithms resulted in a new
algorithm that has the advantages of both algorithms. It begins with initial random population and its evaluation with
the PSO algorithm. The PSO algorithm is to optimize the whole
population towards the best solution. The optimized population from PSO is utilized as initial population for GA. Afterwards, GA employs this optimized population for evaluation
and mating procedures to obtain the best solution after
reaching a predetermined convergence rate (Hegazy, 1999;
Hegazy and Kassab, 2003).

6.
Multi-objective particle swarm
optimization (MOPSO)
In multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO)
velocity position updates, the equations remain the same as
basic equations of PSO. All the parameters declared are also
the same, apart from the objective function. The typical
approach is to use an external archive to store the leaders
taken from the non-dominated particles in the swarm. After
initialization of the leaders archive, some quality measures
have to be calculated for all the leaders to select usually one
leader for each particle of the swarm. In the main loop of
the algorithm, the flight of each particle is performed after a
leader has been selected and, optionally, a mutation or
turbulence operator can be applied; then, the particle is
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Fig. 2 e MOPSO algorithm.
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and it goes on the same front until the last front is set of
points which are dominated by all previous fronts. Each individual is assigned rank (fitness) values in each front based
on the front which they belong to. Individuals in the first
front are given a fitness value of 1 and a fitness value of 2 is
assigned to the individuals in the second front and so on. In
addition to the fitness value, a new parameter called
crowding distance is calculated for each individual (Wei
et al., 2009). A measure of how close an individual is to its
neighbors is called the crowding distance. A better diversity
in the population is reached by large average crowding
distance. Taking advantage of the binary tournament
selection based on the rank and crowding distance, parents
are selected from the population. An individual is selected
in the rank if it is lesser than the other or if crowding
distance is greater than the other one. The selected
population generates offspring from crossover and
mutation operators. The population with the current
population and the current offspring are sorted again based
on the non-domination and only the best N individuals are
selected, where N is the population size. The selection is
based on the rank and crowding distance on the last front
(Li et al., 2010; Ling et al., 2013). The procedure of the
NSGAII is illuminated in Fig. 3.

8.

Objective and research methodology

The main objective of this study is to develop an optimized
road maintenance plan using the most effective meta-heuristic algorithm. For this purpose, several meta-heuristic algorithms are sufficiently studied and compared with each
other resulting in indication of the optimum algorithm. A real
case study from the rural transportation network of Iran is
employed to illustrate the sufficiency of the optimum
algorithm.
In order to compare the meta-heuristic algorithms, they
are firstly divided into two major categories, single-objective
and multi-objective. Then, some algorithms compatible with
each category such as GA, PSO and some hybrid algorithms
(GAPSO) are examined. Finally, the optimization models
including performance and cost models are defined and
solved using a real case study from rural road network of Iran
to determine which algorithm is the best.
The formulation of the optimization model is carried out in
such a way that a cost-effective maintenance strategy is
reached by preserving the performance level of the road
network at a desirable level. So, the objective functions are
pavement performance maximization and maintenance cost
minimization.

9.

Fig. 3 e NSGAII algorithm.

Maximization of pavement performance
max Z1 ¼

To measure the performance of a road network, the Pavement
Condition Index (PCI) was deployed as a well-developed and
widely used index in all over the world. The problem presentation including both objective function and constraint
definition are as follows.

min Z2 ¼

XS XT
s¼1

t¼1

T X
S X
K
X
t¼1 s¼1 k¼1

Subjected to

PCIst

Xkst Ck

(1)
ð1 þ rÞt
t

ð1 þ iÞ

(2)
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XS XK
s¼1
K
X

k¼1

Xkst Ck  Bt

1<t<T

Xkst  1

(3)

(4)

k¼1

PCIst > PCImin, 1 < t < T, 1 < s < S

which are defined as major maintenance. Major maintenance
actions include reconstruction and structural overlays. It is
assumed that the PCI value becomes 100 after the major
maintenance. Table 1 represents the costs associated with
different maintenance actions in the rural network based on
the Iran national currency (IRR).

(5)

11.
40 < PCIst < 100

(6)

Xkst [0, 1], 1 < t < T, 1 < s < S, 1 < k < K

(7)

where Z1 and Z2 refer to PCI and cost constraints, respectively.
PCIst and PCIs(te1) are the PCI values of the road section s in the
network at time t and (t1) year, respectively. Xkst is a binary
decision variable which is 1 in the case of maintenance action
k on section s at time t is executed, otherwise it takes 0. Ck is
the cost of conducting the maintenance action k. i and r
denote annual interest and inflation rates, respectively. Bt is
the budget allocated to the tth year. There is often a severe
limitation on the availability of annual budget for the maintenance of rural road networks. Eq. (3) ensures that the
available budget allocated for each year should not be
exceeded by the annual maintenance cost. As Eq. (5) shows,
the maintenance actions should be conducted in such a way
that the PCI of road sections should be above a minimum
acceptable level. As shown in Eq. (6), maintenance
treatments should also be carried out in such a way that the
PCI does not exceed 100.

10.

Performance model and maintenance cost

Pavement performance models express the degradation of
pavement condition which can be represented by the PCI over
time i.e., the trend of the PCI of sections at their different ages
is depicted by a curve called a performance model. To develop
such a model, one of the best approaches is to apply pavement
condition historical data. In this study, a pavement performance model was developed based on the historical data as
presented below

PCIt ¼ 0.2496t2  3.9451t þ 95.11

(8)

where PCIt is PCI of a section at the end of time t, t is section
age.
Maintenance and rehabilitation actions are divided into
three categories including localized preventive, global preventive, and major maintenance. Localized preventive maintenance is defined as distress maintenance activities such as
crack sealing and patching performed with the primary
objective of slowing the rate of deterioration. Global preventive maintenance is defined as activities such as surface
treatments applied to the entire pavement sections with the
primary objective of slowing the rate of deterioration. Activities carried out on the entire pavement sections to correct or
improve the existing structural or functional requirements

Improvement model

Implementing different maintenance activities may affect the
condition of pavement in different ways resulting in variable
levels of improvement of the PCI value. The improvement of
PCI after conducting a maintenance action is described in Eq.
(9).
PCIst ¼ PCIsðt1Þ þ

XK
k¼1

Xkst DPCIk

(9)

where DPCIk is an improvement in the PCI due to the action k.
The PCI of a section is improved whenever a maintenance
action is performed. It is observed that the PCI improvement is
highly dependent on the current PCI of a section. The PCI
improvement of a rural road for a particular maintenance
action has not received enough attention yet. Having conducted a maintenance action on a section, the deterioration
mechanism is different from a new section. The pavement
condition of a section should be evaluated after carrying out
each maintenance action to compute PCI in order to model the
actual improvement of the associated maintenance action.
In order to calculate the improvement rate, the Delphi
technique was applied. This method employs the mean of
expert opinion to come up with a variable which is looking for.
Since the case study located in the rural road, no historical
data in terms of maintenance actions was available. In other
words, the improvement of pavement condition of a section
after a treatment was not monitored and recorded. Therefore,
the improvement rate cannot be measured using historical
data. An alternative method deployed herein was expert
knowledge. In this method, an effort was firstly made to
classify the pavements in nine condition intervals based on
PCI values. A questionnaire was designed and developed in
order to ask experts to provide a number showing the
improvement rate of pavement in a certain pavement condition interval based on a maintenance action. Based on the
expert opinion, the average value of the improvements in PCI
was calculated as presented in Table 2.
The effect of a maintenance action was accounted in terms
of decrease in the age of pavement. For the sake of illustration,
the procedure adopted to express the effect of maintenance
treatment on the future performance of the pavement is
shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows that the PCI of a road section
at an age of 6 years is 62 and by conducting the global

Table 1 e Various maintenance actions estimated costs.
Estimated cost
(IRR million/lane/km)
15.90
112.40
200.04

Various maintenance actions
Localized preventive
Global preventive
Major maintenance
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Table 2 e PCI improvement for various maintenance actions on different pavement condition.
Description
Very good
Good
Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Poor
Poor
Very poor

PCI

Localized preventive

Global preventive

Major maintenance

>90
80e90
70e80
60e70
50e60
40e50
30e40
20e30
<20

Not available
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Not available
10
10
25
25
35
35
45
45

Not available
10
15
25
35
45
50
60
70

preventive maintenance action at this stage, its PCI will be
increased by 25 units and will be 87. The effect of the
maintenance on the road section is accounted as the
reduction in the age of pavement. The adjusted age is taken
as the age corresponding to a PCI of 87 which is 1.84 years.
Taking this new age as the basis, the additional
deterioration of the road section was calculated. When there
was no treatment to be carried out, the pavement age was
simply incremented and the deterioration was estimated as
before. Using the same deterioration equation (i.e., Eq. (8)),
the age of the road corresponding to the new PCI was back
calculated by the trial and error process after each
maintenance treatment. Therefore, whenever a treatment
was carried out on a road section, its age has to be reset to
an age corresponding to the improved PCI afterward and the
additional deterioration was to be accounted from that age.

12.

Case study

In this study, eight pavement sections were chosen. The area
was located in the rural transportation network of the Khuzestan Province. The pavement condition data collection was
conducted by the Ministry of Housing and Urban Soil Mechanics Laboratory. The PCI was carefully computed applying
the acquired data and presented in Table 3.

13.

Pareto front concept

The Pareto front concept is used to find a set of optimum solutions. There is another solution that is capable of enhancing,

Fig. 4 e Improvement of PCI after performing a global
preventative maintenance action.

at least, one of the objectives without degradation of any other
ones unless a solution belongs to the Pareto set (set of nondominated solutions). Fig. 5 illuminates a schematic
representation of the concept of Pareto-optimality
considering two objectives. The region that represents all
feasible solutions for all objective functions of the system is
known as the feasible region. These solutions satisfy the
system constraints, but the optimal solutions lie on the
outermost lower-left edge of the feasible region (in the case
of minimization). This set of Pareto-optimal solutions is
generally called the Pareto front.
In multi-objective optimization taking advantage of Pareto
front sorting, the fitness of a solution in a given iteration can
be measured. The set of non-dominated solutions defining the
Pareto front is identified and assigned a rank of one when the
Pareto front sorting is used. These solutions are then set apart
and a comparison is made among the remaining solutions in
order to recognize a new set of non-dominated solutions with
a rank of two. As shown in Fig. 5, this process will last until the
entire population is ranked. A lower-numbered rank solution
is assigned a higher fitness than that of a higher-numbered
rank. This figure also illustrates the difference between the
results of two algorithms, NSGAII and MOPSO. Generally
speaking, MOPSO proposes slightly more cost-effective
solutions, while NSGII suggests solutions with higher
pavement quality. To take a deeper look at the figure, it is
perceived that in most cases NSGAII has advantages over
the MOPSO. In other words, at the same cost, NSGAII
provides higher PCI values than MOPSO.

14.

Result and discussion

Comparing the results of GA, PSO, and GAPSO algorithms in
Fig. 6, the PSO algorithm shows a significant difference in
terms of high pavement quality comparing to other
algorithms. However, it imposes significant cost on the
system which causes it not to be an appropriate algorithm
as shown in Fig. 7. Although the other two algorithms i.e.,
GA and GAPSO, need lower cost to implement maintenance
actions in comparison to the PSO algorithm, they do not
maintain the high pavement condition. It is worth
mentioning that all algorithms meet the budget constraint
expressed in Eq. (3). In other words, the PSO algorithm
reaches higher PCI measures in the planning horizon of the
pavement; however, it spends more money, less than the
budget constraint, to maintain the PCI as high as possible.
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Table 3 e Pavement condition details for the case study.
Road section
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Pavement
current age

Pavement current PCI

2.3
3.2
3.5
4.9
5.5
6.0
7.3
8.7

85
80
78
70
66
62
53
42

Fig. 5 e Pareto optimal solution.

Fig. 6 e Single-objective algorithms performance
comparison.

Fig. 7 e Single-objective algorithms cost (IRR) comparison.
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The contradiction between cost and pavement quality is
due to considering only one of them as a single objective
function. However, a multi-objective algorithm can conquer
this problem. The NSGAII and MOPSO were studied and
applied herein as a multi-objective algorithm.
For better understanding the difference between singleobjective Algorithms, an effectiveness index was introduced
that was the total cost of maintenance actions divided by an
average PCI of each method for the whole analysis period as
illuminated in Fig. 8.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the pavement condition of some Pareto
front solutions in NSGAII and MOPSO algorithms. These figures are almost similar in terms of final values of PCI showing
the fact that these algorithms result in the same final values.
Comparing these figures with Figs. 11 and 12, which compare
the cost function at the same solutions, it is observed that the
costs associated with the solutions are slightly different i.e.,
the MOPSO algorithm provides slightly more costly solutions
as compared to those of NSGAII.
It was concluded that the NSGAII algorithm generally
performs better than the MOPSO. Therefore, the NSGAII was
applied on the case study. The GA settings were set-up at the
condition when population is 45, iterations is 400, crossover
is 0.75, mutation is 0.3. The final optimum solutions over the
planning horizon of eight years are presented in Tables 4 and
5. Table 4 expresses the optimum maintenance actions that
should be carried out in a specific year to come up with an

Fig. 8 e Single-objective algorithms cost/PCI comparison.

Fig. 9 e NSGAII Pareto front member performance.
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Table 4 e A typical optimization of the case study
maintenance actions by NSGAII algorithm (population is
45, iteration is 400, crossover is 0.75, mutation is 0.3).
Road ID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0

Note: where 0 e do nothing; 1 e localized maintenance; 2 e global
maintenance; 3 e major maintenance.

Fig. 10 e MOPSO Pareto front member performance.

Table 5 e A typical optimization of the case study PCI by
NSGAII algorithm (population is 45, iteration is 400,
crossover is 0.75, mutation is 0.3).
Road ID

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Year
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

85
81
79
72
78
73
69
64

80
75
69
61
76
71
66
60

78
72
64
56
72
66
71
67

70
77
72
66
61
54
71
66

66
62
56
80
75
71
64
57

62
77
74
69
61
78
72
68

53
71
90
86
81
76
70
65

42
73
70
65
81
76
71
66

Fig. 11 e NSGAII Pareto front member cost (IRR).

overall optimum pavement condition and total costs. This
table shows that mostly actions 0 and 1 are related to do
nothing and localized maintenance as opposed to actions 2
and 3 that are related to global maintenance and major
maintenance, respectively. This seems logical since actions
2 and 3 are more costly and improve the PCI more than the
others, they should be applied less than the other
maintenance actions. Table 5 also represents that

pavement condition defined by PCI in each year over the
same planning horizon. This table indicates that the
minimum acceptable level of PCI which was assumed as 40
was met. The mean values of sections over eight years are
more than almost 60 and the grand mean of the PCI is
more than 66.

15.

Conclusions

Road networks which play a vital role in the economy of each
country require a comprehensive plan for the maintenance
actions. Development of this plan is of a significant
complexity mathematically speaking. The main aim of this
study was to propose a meta-heuristic algorithm to tackle this
problem that is to investigate the optimum maintenance plan
for roads which satisfy two objectives including maximization
of pavement performance and minimization of maintenance
cost. The following findings were achieved.

Fig. 12 e MOPSO Pareto front member cost (IRR).

 Single objective algorithms such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) and genetic algorithm (GA) and the hybrid
algorithm, i.e., genetic algorithm particle swarm optimization (GAPSO) did not performed sufficiently due to the
failure in optimizing concurrently pavement performance
and maintenance cost.
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 Between single objective algorithms, PSO provided better
pavement performance, while it imposed far more cost
than the other algorithms to the system.
 Multi-objective algorithms including non-domination
sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGAII) and multi-objective
particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) performed better
than the single objective algorithms due to the capability to
balance between both objectives.
 The NSGAII algorithm generally performed better than the
MOPSO according the optimum solutions offered in terms
of cost and pavement performance.
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